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Abstract – The article analyzes various approaches to the content and methods of forming ideas about the size of an object 

and measuring values in preschool children, as well as technologies for forming the ability to use the correct names of 

specific lengths and correctly show them, when comparing 2 objects by weight (3 - 5 years) first (junior age) in situations of 

everyday life, in the process of communication and games, the words "heavy, light", "heavier, lighter" are introduced into 

the active vocabulary of children, methodical work on the formation of skills to arrange more than 2 objects according to 

size and weight (2 - 6 years) and provides recommendations for their implementation in practice. 
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1.Introduction. 

When forming ideas about the size of an object and measuring values in preschool children, an important role is played 

by the formation of their ability to use the correct names of specific lengths and correctly show them (up to 4 years). In this 

case, the Educator himself must always use the name of specific dimensions to indicate the size of the object. For children of 

primary preschool age, visual material on the basis of comparison should be very contrasting. Display techniques include: 

the length is usually shown from left to right horizontally (or by meaning). The width should be shown from bottom to top 

along the sagital (transverse axis). Height - from bottom to top along the vertical. Depth - from top to bottom vertically. 

Thickness - along the circumference of the section. 

A note about the attribute "thickness". Proceeding from the fact that thickness is associated with diameter, and rounded 

objects have diameter, then in order to form ideas about thickness it is necessary to take objects of a rounded shape, 

preferably cylindrical. Objects of the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped are said to have length, width, height, i.e. do not 

have a thickness. If objects have 2 extensions: length (or height) and thickness, then they are suitable for forming ideas about 
thickness. Flat geometric shapes have no thickness. If we assume that we have "thickened" the circle, then it will be a 

cylinder with a certain height. 

2. Research results. 

Flat objects have only length and width, but no height, but a planar image of volumetric objects can have a height. At the 

next stage, work is underway to develop the ability to compare 2 objects in length, width, height, thickness using application 

and overlay techniques (3 - 4 years). This is where the app trick is used first. Algorithm for comparing objects by size (for 

example, by length): children are offered 2 identical objects for all characteristics, except for the one being compared (except 

for length); it becomes clear how objects differ; it is proposed to check which item, for example, is longer; for this, objects 

must be positioned so that they touch according to a comparable feature: lengthwise widthwise heightwise thickness; items 

are trimmed on one side; reasoning about the presence or absence of an extra piece is conducted, the conclusion is drawn: the 

strip that has an extra piece is longer, if the piece is not enough, it is shorter; the length is shown with the arms outstretched 
(using the motor analyzer); finally, children are offered situations and exercises in which it is necessary to compare objects 

according to one of the signs. 

 The overlay technique is usually used to compare flat objects in length or width, or to compare flat images of three-

dimensional objects. The comparison methodology is the same as for receiving an application with the difference that: the 

objects must necessarily differ in color; objects overlap each other: in width in length. All other points are the same as in the 

application. 

In middle age, children are taught to compare objects at once according to 2 signs (for example, length and width), but 

first one of the signs must be the same for two objects, for example: find a ribbon of the same length, but wider. Then we 

propose to compare different objects in two different ways. At an older age, children are taught to compare objects along 
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three dimensions at once. 

 When comparing 2 objects by weight (3 - 5 years), first (younger) in situations of everyday life, in the process of 

communication and games, the words "heavy, light", "heavier, lighter" are entered into the active vocabulary of children. 

The meaning of these words is explained. Situations such as moving furniture, swinging, playing boats are used (boats are 

bars of different weights). For children of the older group, teach them how to compare 2 objects by weight, using the method 

of imitating the movement of the beam balance by hands. 

Weighing rules: we take objects in our hands, palms up, straighten our palms, perform the movements of the lever scales 

with our arms slightly outstretched forward. Determine in which hand the object is heavier; swap items and repeat weighing. 

We conclude: “the red cube was heavier in both the right and left hand, so it is heavier than the blue one”. 
Visual material should be excellent only in comparison with the characteristic and color. Visual material options: objects 

made of material of different densities; - hollow objects into which something is poured or a weight is placed. The problem 

is solved on an individual basis, because the mass is invisible. 

Methodical work on the formation of skills to organize more than 2 items by size and weight (2-6 years) at the initial 

stage (2-3 years.). Children play with nesting dolls and other in-place toys by trial and error. With children aged (4-5 years 

old). A special ordering method is shown. First, exercises are given to find the place of an object among others in a ready-

made ordered row. Then it is proposed to arrange objects according to a given criterion: first, according to a model, then 

according to verbal instructions (from the shortest to the longest). First, exercises are given to build increasing in size, and 

then decreasing series. In the wording of the tasks, not only the order of ordering, but also the direction of laying out the 

objects (from bottom to top, from left to right) must be indicated. 

With children from the age of 5, they are taught to arrange more than 5 objects by length, width, height, thickness and 
compare 3 objects by mass. The contrast in size decreases. Learn to order using the pairwise comparison method (application 

or weighing). For example, you need to arrange 3 balls by mass: red, yellow, green. Suppose we need to arrange the balls 

from the lightest to the heaviest from left to right. We set the task: choose the lightest of all balls. To do this, we take any 2 

balls and compare them by mass; from them we choose the one that is easier; we leave it in our hands, and put the second 

aside, take the 3rd ball and compare with the one in the hand. Again, from 2 balls, choose the one that is lighter and put it 

first on the left - "the lightest ball"; then again choose the lightest of the remaining balls. Which is lighter, we put the second, 

the rest we put the last, it is "the heaviest". 

3. Conclusions. 

Formation of the ability to compare objects in three dimensions (5 - 6 years). ... Teach children to show all 3 dimensions 

(height, length, width) on one object. Initially, objects are used that occupy a constant position in space (furniture). Then we 

use objects that change their position in space (building material, boxes, crafts). Then children are taught to compare objects 

in terms of volume as a whole (in 3 dimensions). Objects must be such that all measurements of one of them are greater than 
the corresponding parameters of the other. For example: a wardrobe in a dressing room for children and adults. We measure 

length, width, height with a conventional measure. If the length of the adult wardrobe is greater than the length of the 

children's wardrobe and the width of the adult wardrobe is greater than the width of the children's wardrobe, and the height is 

the same, then the adult wardrobe is larger than the children's wardrobe. Exercises are offered to arrange the same objects, 

first one by one, then by another criterion, and then by volume as a whole. 

Formation of an understanding of the immutability (preservation) of the size of an object (mass, length, area, volume) 

when changing its shape (5 - 6 years). This problem is solved in the classroom for visual activities. Children are offered 2 

objects of the same size and shape. Then, before the eyes of the children, the shape of one object changes. The teacher 

emphasizes that nothing was added or subtracted to the object. It turns out what has changed and what has remained the 

same. It is concluded that the size of the object has not changed. The children are shown the proof of this in one of the ways: 

we give both objects the same (original) shape. we measure objects. 
Consider how to show children the independence of the mass of an object from changing its shape. We offer 2 objects of 

the same weight and shape (two balls of plasticine). Then, in front of the eyes of the children, the shape of one object 

changes (a cake is made). The teacher emphasizes that they did not add or subtract plasticine. Questions are asked: "What 

has changed, and what has remained the same?", "Has the mass (the amount of plasticine) changed?" The proof is shown that 

the mass has not changed: both objects are given the same (original) shape. You can weigh objects on a beam balance (if 

available in kindergarten). 
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